ROADMAP

Documentation for OSPO book contributors to map milestones for this year
WHAT HAS BEEN DONE?

During our last contributor’s call in 2023, a few action items were defined to be able for the content creators and reviewers to continue with the next chapters of the book:

- There has been some work on a few PRs (already reviewed and merged) in recent weeks to align the content, provide a better sense of a unified narrative, and connect the sections through the various chapters created so far.

- We have included the acknowledgment section from the working repo on the website.

- The footer text has been changed so the OSPOlogy logo shows instead of the TODO logo and points to the OSPOlogy repo.
WHAT'S NEXT - ROADMAP

The different milestones can be divided into three core groups:

- Doc Team: the team involved in content creation
- Infra Team: the team involved in project infrastructure and website development
- Review Team: the team involved in reviewing existing content, glossary and references
OSPO BOOK ROADMAP

PROPOSED 2024 ROADMAP

January - March

Doc-team: Work with the community and contributors on the next chapter: Deep Dive into Day-to-Day Operations. Spend a few minutes during OSPOlogy Europe Sync and OSPO Book Contributor’s regular calls to brainstorm and define issues faced daily across different topics happening to people working in OSPO-like entities.

Infra-team: Migrate the ospobook.todogroup.org domain to the ospobook.org domain.

Review-team: Review and update resource links

March - May

Doc-team: Align with the CHA OSS OSPO Working Group to have their members contribute and submit the content for the last topic: Measuring the Success and Impact of Your OSPO (featured by CHA OSS OSPO Metrics WG)

Review-team: Review and update resource links

May - September

Doc-team: Finalize OSPO use cases and quotes across the chapters and set up a call for final review. Set up the release day of the final full version of the book and work on the design and communication plan to have a printed version for OSSummit Europe, and ship printed copies to the venue

Review-team: work with review team
GET INVOLVED

The OSPO Book is one of the many initiatives hosted under the OSPOlogy repo.

- Website
- Contributor's List
- Contributor's working repo
- Mailing List
- How to contribute

CONTRIBUTOR'S CALLS

EMEA & APAC:
Every 2 months from 11am to 12pm on the first Monday from Monday Feb 5, 2024 to Monday Dec 2, 2024 (Central European Time)

AMER & EMEA:
Every 2 months from 5pm to 6pm on the first Monday from Monday Feb 5, 2024 to Monday Dec 2, 2024 (Central European Time)